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WaterStart RFP · Round 18 
Release date: February 15, 2021 (8am PST) 
 
WaterStart requests proposals from water technology companies to solve immediate 
demands for innovation by our members. If you are a company that is ready to prove their 
ability to scale-up by solving one of the priorities below, please apply! 
 
Drinking Water Priorities 

1. Rapid fabrication of pipeline connections  
2. Low cost and waste, multi-parameter water quality sensor for treated water distribution network 
3. Novel technologies for water trading and accounting 

Smart Water Network Priorities 
4. Security protection of diesel fuel tanks from theft and prevention of ground contamination. 
5. Smart water monitoring for drinking and wastewater networks through an existing Suez radio 

network 

Agriculture Priorities 
6. Rapid testing and analysis of soil 
7. Resilient metering for pumped irrigation 

 
Please note! Supporting technical and business information can be found in page 3-5.  
 
 
       Deadline for submission: Mar 19, 2021      Evaluations completed by: May 1, 2021 
                     
 
Summary and Background 
WaterStart is nonprofit collective of globally recognized leaders who are adapting to change by 
scaling up new solutions to water challenges. We are in search of technology providers with novel 
solutions to specific priorities ready to be proven through large-scale pilots. If you’re a tech 
company ready to scale-up by working with globally recognized customers with opportunities to 
enter new markets by solving imminent challenges in water, please apply.  
 
The priorities listed above represent the collective needs among WaterStart members committed to 
installing innovative water technology solutions. Proposals should address one or more of these 
specific priorities. Grants are awarded on a competitive basis and range from $25,000 to $150,000. 
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Proposal Guidelines 
To view more details related to the above priority descriptions and submit a proposal to this RFP, 
an account with WaterStart’s online knowledge sharing platform, Channels for Innovation 
(CHANNELS) must be created.  
 
To create an account, visit WaterStart’s website at https://waterstart.com/ and follow these steps: 

1. In the upper-right corner you will click on “Become a Member/Login” 
2. Click “Sign Up” and then select “I Am a Tech Provider” 
3. Fill in basic email and company information to create an account 

 
Once the account is created, you will able to log into CHANNELS and view and respond to all 
RFPs released by WaterStart.  
 
To respond to this RFP, please follow these steps: 

1. Click on “RFPs” and find the open RFP that you are responding to (Round 18) 
2. Click on “Learn More” 
3. Click on “Submit RFP” 
4. Answer the questions and upload any supplemental information. Supplemental information 

must not exceed 5 pages in length.  
5. Click on either “Save Draft” to complete later or “Submit RFP” to submit your response 

 
 

Evaluation Criteria  
Criteria for judging applications will be based on:  

1. Degree of technology’s alignment with listed priority  
2. Stage of technology readiness  
3. Degree of shared risk  
4. Degree of implementation risk 

 
Questions?  
Please feel free to contact our team at proposals@waterstart.com should you need any 
assistance.  
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Full Length Priorities  
 
 

Drinking Water Priorities 
 

1. Rapid fabrication of pipeline connections 

Description: WaterStart member is seeking an innovative solution that allows for the rapid fabrication 
of new pipelines connection to existing water/wastewater mains. Oftentimes, pipework fittings are that 
were designed prior to construction do not provide the correct solution given numerous construction 
constraints (i.e. utilities, buried chambers, ground conditions, and available working space). A solution, 
which allows for customized fabrication (e.g. 3D printing) could resolve this issue in an efficient way, 
reducing both cost and time. 
 
Potential solutions must meet Regulation 31 and withstand standard pressure ratings. 
 
(UK-based priority)  
 

2. Low cost and waste, multi-parameter water quality sensor for treated water distribution network. 
 
Description: WaterStart member is seeking a technology that can provide accurate, multi-parameter 
water quality information for their treated water distribution network. 
 
The system should be low cost to allow for mass deployment and must not waste water via return any 
sample water to the network. Ideally, the sensor will be connected to the network via existing tappings 
or hydrants and must require minimal maintenance and calibration. A high (3+ year) battery life, and 
data visualization via 4G to the web portal (or other) is desired. 
 
Regulation 31 compliance is preferred but not required. 
 
(UK-based priority)  
 

3. Novel technologies for water trading and accounting 

Description: WaterStart member is seeking technologies that can facilitate efficient and secure water 
accounting, as well as blockchain or similar technology to further optimize water trading. The desired 
technology should provide improved visibility for customers (retailer/distributors) to access their own 
account data. Insights need to include usage, available water allocation balances, remaining water 
allocation balances, and water trading information.  

An ideal solution should be cost an effective, user-friendly, transparent, secure and auditable system 
for water resource accounting and trading. The system should also enable: 

• Customers, operators and regulators to access water accounting data for each water allocation 
(e.g. usage, available water balances and remaining water allocation balances, and water 
trading information).  

• The ability to produce automated compliance reports.  
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• A high level of security for data access and storage.  
• Compliant with governing legislation in relation to the Water Act 2000 and relevant water supply 

scheme, Resource Operations Licenses and Operation Manuals (Queensland).  

(Australian-based priority)  
 

Smart Water Network Priorities 
 

4. Security protection of diesel fuel tanks from theft and prevention of ground contamination. 

Description: Diesel fuel tanks exist for the provision of maintaining generator power supplies in 
periods of loss of power. They are housed within bunded pits and have vulnerable pipework and air 
vents. 
 
WaterStart member is seeking an innovative solution to protect existing above ground (outdoor) fuel 
tanks situated within a fence line on both water and water recycling sites. Typically, the fuel pipework is 
secured with padlocks, whilst air vents are not secured. Security cameras are available on site.  
 
(UK-based priority)  
 

5. Smart water monitoring for drinking and wastewater networks through an existing Suez radio 
network 

Description: WaterStart member is seeking data loggers and monitoring or measuring devices that 
are suitable for connection to or within a water and sewer network that communicate via the Suez 
169Mhz radio network.  Such devices could include pressure, flow, level, pH, conductivity devices or 
data loggers that allow for the connection of agnostic, ancillary inputs. 
 
Devices should be suitable for remote deployment and should operate so as to maximize battery life 
and/or communication frequency and data transfer. Devices should be compliant with Australian 
communication standards. 
 
(Australian-based priority)  
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Agriculture Priorities 
 

6. Rapid testing and analysis of soil 

Description: WaterStart member is seeking technology able to reduce the time and cost of soil 
analysis. Soil biology and chemical properties of interest include salinity, pH and acidity, carbon, 
and humic acid. The ideal solution would be mobile, durable and easily operated by field 
personnel.  
(US-based priority) 
 

7.  Resilient metering for pumped irrigation 

Description: WaterStart member is seeking an innovative metering solution able to maintain 
accuracy under dynamic irrigation conditions, such as variable surface water levels, siphoning 
caused by elevation changes, tidal influences. The solution should also be equipped with 
communications and data management able to compensate for intermittent cellular service in 
remote areas. 
(US-based priority) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


